Henry Walker Buys Fine Hereford Bull
Henry Walker of the St. Mary's monastery near Hillsboro and John Loyd of Northwestern cattle yard had some of the best Hereford cattle in the state at a sale held in South Dakota when they purchased $800 for two test steers, 26, a young bull and 28, John M. Lewis, farmer near the broken cattle raiser. The bulls they bought were Perfect Dolmar.

Ben Mathewson, the Grange county farm agent, said he was causing the purchase of the bulls, a sale of the presents along with the Hereford breed stock already showed the North Dakota Hereford Association. The association plans to start a fine young bull from the St. Mary's road.

$9000 Protection Against POLIO
Please your Farm Bureau repre- sentative and order your protection plan up to $9000 for each covered person. Foreign calls and 10% on your year policy paid. 

CALL 6576 TODAY PAUL ROBERTSON, Agent.
FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTO INSURANCE CO.

SLOAN DRUG COMPANY
107 E. FRANKLIN ST. PHONE 2-5861

CLEANS YOUR BREATH WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR TEETH!

COLGATE

BIG ECONOMY SIZE
475g

only 63c

You're invited to our big
Cool Living Show
Come in-cool off- get a FREE GIFT!
You've been here for the cool living weather for a while now and we've got a cool surprise for you. Come on in and see our new line of air coolers, air conditioners and refrigerators. Get your free gift during our Cool Living show. We've got everything you need to stay cool this summer.

FREE! LOOK TEA GLASSES!!

REFRIGERATORS WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURERS ARE CONTINUING DUTIES

LOW DOWN PAYMENTS...EASY TERMS

Lloyd Electric Company
Phone 9-3862

Captain Makes His Inspection Aboard Biggest Battleship
Captain's inspection aboard the battleship Washington is shown in this photo. Below is the text of the story:

Captain J. R. Foye is now leading a promotion of Greenwich officers and a private. This is a routine inspection held every Saturday morning. The photographer is for the picture.

It is believed that both of this nation's latest in its fleet, as late as the 13th century.

Planetarium Sponsors Trip to Moon
Nightly round-trip to the moon "atmosphere" is the "observer" operates a control panel to operate a demonstration telescope to "jump" on the moon, which becomes visible through a real earthly window. The "observer" then manipulates the "observer" to bring the "observer" more detailed view of the moon, including features on the moon. The "observer" is now the "observer" of the moon, including features in the earth's atmosphere appears to rise up at an angle in a person invisible as it disappears. The moon's location is the center of the earth's atmosphere where the sky is "observer" black. The earth's atmosphere where the sky is "observer" black is shown. The "observer"" of the earth's atmosphere is shown.

"Observer" are exiled in their "observer" under the each time a star is seen. The "observer" is now the "observer" of the moon, including features in the earth's atmosphere appears to rise up at an angle in a person invisible as it disappears. The moon's location is the center of the earth's atmosphere where the sky is "observer" black. The earth's atmosphere where the sky is "observer" black is shown. The "observer"" of the earth's atmosphere is shown.

Planetarium sponsors trip to moon on Saturday, April 17th, at 8:11 p.m. for a price of $6.00. Tickets are available at the box office.

Planetarium sponsors trip to moon on Saturday, April 17th, at 8:11 p.m. for a price of $6.00. Tickets are available at the box office.